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Abstract 
An order-sorted, temporal programming paradigm is presented. It consists of a typed, mod- 
ular, declarative language, its associated order-sorted temporal Horn clause logic basis, and a 
model theory generalizing order-sorted algebras with predicates to temporal order-sorted struc- 
tures. The essence of this generalization is in time-dependent interpretation of predicates, so that 
a temporal order-sorted model amounts to a sequence of order-sorted equational models with 
predicates, one per each state. The main advantage of the presented paradigm in comparison 
with paradigms based on Horn-clause logic with equality is that it is more expressive, particu- 
larly so in representing properly state transitions, and other event-oriented, temporal behavioral 
properties of objects. At the same time, the generalized paradigm is proved to have the initial 
model semantics. The rules for temporal order-sorted deduction are established as an appropriate 
generalization of the rules for order-sorted Horn-clause logic with equality. The initial model 
is a quotient temporal order-sorted structure constructed from the initial temporal order-sorted 
structure and a congruence relation derived from a given set of temporal constraints. Temporal 
order-sorted model theoretic properties are also naturally established for temporal queries. The 
temporal constraint language has an execution model, and it is intended to be a basis for a 
prototyping tool for complex, typed, modular software systems. 
1. Introduction 
We present a typed, algebraic, declarative programming paradigm, equipped with 
temporal logic-based executable specifications. The roots of the algebraic part of the 
model are in order-sorted algebras and their applications to the specifications of ab- 
stract data types [ll]. The main novelty is in an extension with a temporal logic- 
based constraint language. The overall result is a paradigm more general than the 
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paradigms of languages such as OBJ [7] (equational logic), FOOPS [9] and EQLOG 
[8] (Horn-clause logic with equality). Its main advantages are in representing properly 
state changes and other, event-oriented, temporal properties of objects. Temporal, quite 
natural and intuitive nature of the paradigm, and its associated constraint language, 
and the expressiveness of the latter, would be the advantages over the paradigm based 
on the rewriting logic, underlying the languages Maude [ 171 and MaudeLog [ 161. The 
same remarks apply to a comparison with our own earlier work on typed constraint 
languages based on Horn-logic with equality [2] and its extensions [3]. 
The essential properties of the paradigm are: 
- Programming is declarative, temporal, typed (order-sorted) and modular. 
_ The paradigm has the initial model semantics. 
- The temporal order-sorted declarative (constraint) language has an execution model. 
The model theory of the language generalizes the results on order-sorted algebras, 
equipped with Horn-clause logic with equality [lo, 111, to temporal order-sorted equa- 
tional models. This is the main focus of this paper, where our most important results 
are: Minimal Herbrand models have been established for various untyped versions of 
temporal logics without equality [4, 181. Order-sorted models equipped with Horn clause 
logic with equality are known to have the initial algebra semantics [lo, 111. The results 
presented in this paper generalize the results from these two, so far rather unrelated 
lines of research, producing a more expressive, and thus more applicable paradigm, 
which still maintains the desired model-theoretic properties. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we illustrate our order-sorted temporal 
language with examples of modules in which typed, order-sorted specifications are 
extended with temporal logic-based executable constraints. 
In Section 3 we establish a basis for a model theory of the language, generalizing 
order-sorted algebras with predicates to temporal order-sorted structures. The general- 
ization is in introducing a sequence of states so that the value of a predicate depends 
upon a state. In this section we generalize classical free and initial algebra construc- 
tions for order-sorted algebras with predicates [lo, 1 I], to the category of temporal 
order-sorted structures. 
Our temporal, order-sorted logic is introduced in Section 4. The logic is a gener- 
alization of Horn-clause logic with equality with three temporal operators: nexttime, 
always and sometime, as in TEMPLOG [ 1,4]. A fundamental difference is that our 
paradigm is typed, order-sorted, and equipped with equality. 
In Section 5 we present the most important results on the model theory for order- 
sorted temporal theories with equality. The desired model is constructed as a quotient 
temporal order-sorted structure obtained from the initial one via a congruence relation 
defined on the basis of the given order-sorted temporal theory with equality. The con- 
structed model is also initial in the category of all temporal order-sorted structures that 
are models of the given theory. 
In Section 6 we discuss temporal queries and prove the related model-theoretic 
properties. In Section 7 we summarize our results and compare them with related 
research. 
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2. Order-sorted temporal specifications 
2.1. Temporal constraint programming 
The module Points given below follows EQLOG [8] style of order-sorted logic 
specifications. The underlying sort is Point, the imported one is Number. Objects of type 
Point may be constructed using the function mid-point with rank Point, Point-+Point. 
x and y coordinates of points are represented by predicates x and y with arity Point, 
Number. These predicates specify the observable properties of objects of type Point, 
and we call them observer predicates. 
The axioms are given in Horn-clause logic with equality. In particular, the coordinate 
predicates of the point object constructed by the application of the mid-point function 
are specified in the clausal form, containing the coordinate predicates of the argument 
points in their bodies and the coordinate predicates of the resulting points in their heads. 
The equality axioms state that two points are equal if their coordinates are equal, and 
that mid-point is idempotent and commutative. The main difference in comparison with 
the constraint sublanguage of EQLOG is that the temporal operator always, denoted 
q , is used to specify explicitly that the constraints hold in all states (or at all time 
points). 
module Points 
using Number 
sorts Point 
functions 
mid-point: Point,Point + Point 
predicates 
x: Point,Number; y: Point,Number 
variables X 1 ,X2,Y 1 ,Y2: Number; P,P 1 ,P2: Point 
axioms 
q (x(midpoint(Pl,P2),(Xl+X2)/2) +- x(Pl,Xl), x(P2,X2)), 
q (y(mid_point(Pl,P2)),(Yl+Y2)/2) +- y(Pl,Yl), y(P2,Y2)), 
q (Pl=P2 + x(Pl,Xl), x(P2,Xl), y(Pl,Yl), y(P2,Yl)), 
@mid-point(P,P)=P), 
q (mid_point(Pl,P2)=mid_point(P2,Pl)) 
end Points. 
The module MovablePoints given below explains the essence of our approach. Mov- 
able points differ from points in that their specification includes an event predicate 
move with rank MovablePoint,Number,Number, where the sort MovablePoint is natu- 
rally a subsort of the sort Point. A movable point reacts to the external event move by 
changing its state. The change of state is expressed by simple temporal Horn clauses 
which make use of the nexttime temporal operator 0. These clauses state that if the 
current value of the coordinates x and y of a point P are X0 and YO, and an event 
move(P, dX, dY) occurs, the value of the coordinates x and y in the next state of 
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the point P will be XO+dX and YO+dY. As in the previous example, the temporal 
operator always, denoted q , applies to all the clauses. In order for a specification to 
be complete, the effect of all external events on all the observer predicates must be 
specified. 
module MovablePoints 
using Points 
sorts MovablePoint 
subsorts MovablePoint < Point 
events 
move: MovablePoint,Number,Number 
variables XO,YO,dX,dY: Number, P: MovablePoint 
axioms 
q (Ox(P,(XO+dX)) t move(P,dX,dY), x(P,XO)), 
q (Oy(P,(YO+dY)) + move(P,dX,dY), y(P,YO)) 
end MovablePoint. 
In the above specification the sort MovablePoint is equipped with predicates x, y with 
arity MovablePoint,Number, and a function mid_point: MovablePoint,MovablePoint + 
Point. The associated constraints are imported, and in fact inherited, so that they 
naturally hold for movable points. The same principle holds for the examples that 
follow. 
A sample usage of the module MovablePoints would be in a specification of movable 
circles by taking a movable point as the center of such a circle. A module Circles given 
below illustrates how that can be accomplished. 
module Circles 
using MovablePoints 
sorts Circle 
functions 
radius: Circle + Number 
predicates 
center: Circle,MovablePoint; 
point: Circle,Point 
variables 
C: Circle; P: Point; PO: MovablePoint; XO,Xl,YO,Yl: Number 
axioms 
q ((Xl-X0)*(X1-X0) + (Yl-YO)*(Yl-YO) = radius(C)*radius(C) c 
center(C,PO), point(C,P), x(PO,XO), y(PO,YO), x(P,Xl), y(P,Yl)) 
end Circles. 
The temporal logic basis of our constraint language corresponds to TEMPLOG [l] 
and includes one more temporal operator: sometime, denoted 0. In the module Graphs 
given below this operator is used in conjunction with the operator always to express 
the fact that a node belongs permanently to a graph, and so does an arc. 
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module Graphs 
using Point 
sorts Graph 
predicates 
Node: Graph,Point; 
Arc: Graph,Point,Point; 
Path: Graph,Point,Point 
variables 
P,Pl,P2,P3: Point; G: Graph 
axioms 
q Node(G,P) t 0 Node(G,P), 
q Arc(G,Pl,P2) t OArc(G,Pl,P2), 
q (Path(G,Pl,P2) t Arc(G,Pl,P2)), 
q (Path(G,Pl,P3) t Path(G,Pl,P2), Arc(G,P2,P3)) 
end Graphs. 
2.2. The temporal paradigm 
There are limitations in the language on the usage of the temporal operators always 
and sometime. The operator sometime is allowed to appear in the body of a temporal 
Horn clause only. The operator always may appear in the head of a clause only, 
or else it may apply to the entire clause. These restrictions are specified formally in 
Section 4.1. They limit the expressive power of the language, but at the same time 
they guarantee the existence of an execution model and the initial model semantics. 
In order to explain the nature of these limitations, consider a many-sorted view of 
the chosen temporal paradigm in which every predicate A(X) is extended with an 
additional parameter of the time sort. The time sort corresponds to the set of natural 
numbers equipped with the usual ordering and the successor function SUCC. The above 
predicate then appears in a form A(n,X). This does not affect the interpretation of other 
sorts, nor their associated operators (functions), which are thus time invariant. 
Consider now a characteristic form of a temporal constraint (which happens to appear 
in the Graphs module): 
(W(WU + O&O) 
An equivalent form of the above clause in a model with an explicit time sort is 
(W(W)&W + %m)A(mJ)) 
A further equivalent transformation produces a classical Horn clause in which all the 
variables are universally quantified, including those that are of the time sort: 
(W(~~)(~~)(~(n,X) + W&U) 
Another characteristic form of a temporal constraint is 
(VX)o( 064(X) +-- 0 B(X)) 
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Particular cases of this form appear in the above programming examples. In a model 
with an explicit time sort the above clause gets the following form: 
(VX)(Vn)(A(succk(n),X) +- 3(m)B(m,X)) 
A further equivalent transformation produces a classical Horn clause: 
(‘dX)(~n)(tr’m)(A(succk(n),X) + B(m,X)) 
The above transformations explain why it is possible to extend the existing order- 
sorted model theory [ 10, 1 l] to the chosen temporal paradigm. At the same time, they 
explain why the chosen temporal paradigm has an execution model. However, both 
the model theory and the execution model become more complicated because of the 
presence of equality, which must be treated with due care in the temporal generalization. 
The above ~nsfo~ations are possible only because the sometime temporal operator 
is allowed to appear in bodies only. Such occurrences of this operator amount to 
existential quantification over the time sort, which then leads to universal quantification 
of the entire clause. But this restriction affects the expressive power of the temporal 
constraint language. A characteristic illustration are problems in expressing the liwzess 
~~o~e$ties, which require the sometime temporal operator in the head of a clause. Such 
a clause may have the following characteristic form: 
An attempt to transform the above clause into an equivalent one with an explicit time 
sort leads to something like this: 
(V~)(‘tln)(3(m)A(n,m,X) + mm) 
The above clause illustrates the difficulties for the execution model and the model 
theory caused by the sometime operator in the head. A simple model in which a 
predicate is extended with a time parameter does not work because it appears that 
the predicate A in the above clause must have two time parameters. In addition, the 
existential quantification over the time domain in the head of the above clause cannot 
be transformed into the universal quantification of the entire clause. 
This discussion shows that it is possible to develop a model theory of the chosen 
temporal paradigm in a many-sowed setting by in~odu~ing an explicit time sort. Our 
approach is, however, different. We do not put the time sort on an equal footing with 
other sorts, because of its very specific role, which is quite different from the role 
of other sorts. We thus prefer explicit usage of the three modal operators always, 
sometime, and nexttime, with no explicit time sort. Such an approach provides a 
macro language for a constraint language based on a classical Horn-clause logic. This 
macro language deals with the temporal frame within which classical Horn clauses 
are interpreted. Thus the frame-independent part of the paradigm which consists of 
other sorts and the associated operators (functions) is separated from the frame itself. 
This makes it clear where the actual generalization takes place. In addition, it allows 
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exploration of other possible frames to which the developed model theory may still 
be adaptable. For example, our expectations are that our results will carry over to a 
temporal clausal model with finite past. Such a model requires additional, past-time 
temporal operators, as in a first-order temporal language METATEM [6]. 
On the implementation side, the temporal aspects of the paradigm are in our approach 
treated in a special way, as they typically are in temporal technologies. 
3. Temporal order-sorted structures 
In this section we establish the first step toward a model theory of the pre- 
sented language by generalizing some results on order-sorted algebras with predi- 
cates [ 10, 1 l] to temporal order-sorted structures. Order-sorted temporal structures (Sec- 
tion 3.2) generalize the order-sorted algebras with predicates by introducing a se- 
quence of states, so that there is one classical model per state. This is accomplished 
by flexible predicates whose values are state dependent. With the appropriately de- 
fined morphisms of temporal order-sorted structures (Section 3.3), we obtain a cate- 
gory in which we construct the free and the initial order-sorted temporal structures 
(Section 3.6). 
3.1. Order-sorted signature 
Definition 1. An order-sorted signature is a four-tuple (S, <, C, II) such that: 
(i) (S, <) is a partially ordered set whose elements are called sorts. This ordering 
extends to the ordering on S* of strings of equal length defined as ~1~2.. sndsl’ 
~2’. _ .sn’ iff sj <sj’ for 1 <j <n. Similarly, 6 extends to S* x S in such a way that 
(w,s)<(w’,s’) iff w<w’ and ~6s’. 
(ii) C is an S* x S- sorted family {C,,, 1 w ES*,S ES} of function symbols. When 
cEGv,s, we say that c has rank w 4 s (or, just (w,s)), arity w and sort s. 
(iii) The following monotonicity condition is satisfied: 0 E Z,i,,in C,,Q,~~ and wl d w2 
imply sl <s2. 
(iv) ZZ = {n, 1 wES*} IS a family of predicate symbols. 
We use capital letters A, B, . . . to denote predicate symbols. We may write “A : w” 
for A E II,, and “a : w” for a E A, and then call w an arity of A. As with function 
symbols, we allow overloading of predicate symbols. If w =A (the empty string) then 
GE CA,, denotes a constant of sort s. When the sort set S and the partial order < are 
clear, we write C, ZZ for (S, d, C, IZ). 
Sets of sorts that we consider in this paper are both Noetherian and coNoetherian, 
i.e., they have neither ascending si < s2 < . . . < s,, < . . . (Noetherian) nor descending 
(coNoetherian) si > s2 > . > s, > . . . sequences of sorts. In fact, in all our examples, 
sets of sorts are even finite. 
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Our most important results apply to signatures that are regular in the following sense: 
Definition 2. An order-sorted signature C over a coNoetherian poset (S, <) is regular 
if and only if whenever o~C,,,i,~i nZ,,,z and there is some w0 such that wO< wl and 
~06 w2, then there is a least w among those that satisfy w0 <w < wl, wO< w < w2, 
and GE.&,, for some s ES. 
This condition specializes to predicate signatures as follows: For each w0 such that 
there is a P : wl with wO<wl, there is a least w such that P : w and wO<w<wl. 
Note that (w,s)<(wl,sl) and (w,s)<(w~,s~). 
3.2. Order-sorted temporal structures 
Definition 3. An order-sorted temporal structure T = (M, Z,Zi!) over an order-sorted 
signature (S, <,&II) consists of: 
(i) A family {M, / s E S} of sets called the carriers such that s 6s in S implies 
M, CM;. 
(ii) For every g E C,,, a function fg : M,,, + MS (sometimes denoted M2S or 
M,, for short) where M, = MS, x . . x MS,, when w = sl . . . sn, and where M, is a 
one-element set when w=l. The following condition is required: 
(T E CWi,si n ZW2,s2 and w 16 w2 imply Mwl + MS1 equals MW2 -+ MS2 on Mwl. 
(iii) For each predicate A in II,, an assignment of a sequence of subsets MW~, CM,, 
i E No such that: 
(a) For the identity predicate = of arity ss, the assignment is the identity relation, 
i.e., (M”=,) = {(a,a) 1 a E MS}. 
(b) Whenever A : wl and A : w2 with wl dw2, then M”“A, = M,,,l f7Mw2,,, iENo. 
The condition (iii) is the essence of our temporal generalization of Z,Lr structures 
as presented in [lo] and [ 111. Instead of having one relation per predicate in a model, 
we have a sequence of relations, one relation per time instant. 
Example 4. (S, d, C, II) is given as follows: 
S = {Number, Point, MovablePoint} 
MovablePoint d Point 
C= {+,*, i, mid-point} 
II = {x, y, moue} 
T = (M, Z’, Zi’) with carriers: 
MNumber= Rational numbers 
Mpoinl= All points with rational coordinates in a plane 
M Mo&/ePoint= All points on the line y=x 
Functions: 
Rank: Number,Number + Number 
+(addition), *(multiplication), /(division) (defined as usual) 
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mid-point 
Rank: Point,Point + Point 
Rank: MovablePoint,MovablePoint -+ Point 
mid_point(Pl,P2)=P3 where if the x and y coordinates of Pi are Xi and Yi, 
then X3=(X1+X2)/2 and Y3=(Yl+Y2)/2. 
Relations: 
Arity: Point,Number 
K,i = {(P,m)} and My,i = {(P,.)}, w h ere P is a point, m and n are rational 
numbers, and i E No. 
Arity: MovablePoint,Number 
M,,i = {(P, m + i)} and 1I4~,i = {(P, m + i)}, where m is a rational number, and 
i E NO 
Arity: MovablePoint,Number,Number 
A4 mow,i = {<p, 1,1)} for P a movable point and i E NO 
Observe that a sequence of states is defined by the above carriers, functions and 
relations in such a way that the values of predicates x, y, and move are defined for any 
iENo. 
3.3. Temporal order-sorted morphisms 
Definition 5. Let T = (M, C, II) and T’ = (M’, C, II) be temporal order-sorted structures 
over the same C, ll signature. A temporal order-sorted morphism h : T --t T’ is a family 
of s-sorted functions h = {h, : MS + M’, 1 s ES} satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Morphism condition: For each CJEC,,,~, a E MW, hS(SO(a)) = f’&,4a)) holds, 
where h, is a product of functions h,l x. . . x h,, when w = s 1~2. . sn, as in the diagram 
below: 
M,, x ... x MS,, 3 M, 
h,l x...xh,,, L I h, 
MIS, x . . x M’sn 5 M’, 
(ii) Restriction condition: s<s’ and aEM, imply h,(a)=h,,(a). 
(iii) Temporal (predicate) condition: For each A : w in II, h,(al, a2,. . . , a,,) EM’~‘A( 
whenever (al, a2, . . . , a,) E M”‘A$, for i E NO, as in the diagrams below: 
MW,4, c MS, x ... x MS,, 
h,,. i 1 h,l x,..xh,,, 
MIWA, c M’$, x . . . x M’,, 
Note that the condition (iii) amounts to a sequence of diagrams generalizing the 
corresponding condition in [lo] and [ 111. This difference reflects the temporal nature of 
the model under consideration in this paper. When clear from the context, a morphism 
h : (M, C, II) + (M’, Z, Ii’) will be denoted just as h : M + M’. 
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Proposition 6. Temporal order-sorted C, Il structures and their C, Il morphisms form 
a category, denoted as Tmodz,n. 
Proof. Proof of this proposition requires verification of the following: A composi- 
tion of temporal order-sorted morphisms is a temporal order-sorted morphism. Every 
temporal order-sorted structure is equipped with the identity temporal order-sorted mor- 
phism. This morphism acts as the identity of the composition and the composition is 
associative. 
Example 7. A morphism h : T’ + T of temporal order-sorted structures is defined 
below for T as given in example 4 and T’ defined as follows: 
Carriers : 
Functions and relations are as in Example 4. 
A temporal order-sorted morphism is given as a family of functions h : M’ + M 
where h = {h, 1 s E S} is defined as follows: h NU,&er(n) =n (the identity fiUKtiOn), and 
hpoint(P) =hol,,b~e~o~nt(~) = P (an embedding). 
Conditions for a temporal order-sorted morphism are very restrictive. In our example, 
such a morphism must be at least a morphism of the algebraic structure imposed on the 
set of rational numbers. This explains the simplicity of the morphism in this example. 
In the example that follows, the algebraic structure of the carrier for the sort Number is 
simplified in such a way that it includes only addition and division by 2. The temporal 
morphism is not trivial. 
Example 8. (S, <, C, IZ) is given as follows: 
S = {Number, Point, MovablePoint} 
MovablePoint d Point 
C= {+, div2, mid-point} 
II = {x, y, mooe} 
T = (M, C, IZ) has carriers: 
M &+,,,,beZ Rational numbers 
Mpoint= All points with rational coordinates in a plane 
M Mo&l#oint= All points on the line y=2x+3 
Functions: 
Rank: Number + Number 
div2 (division by 2) 
Rank: Number,Number + Number 
+(addition) 
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mid-point 
Rank: Point,Point + Point 
Rank: MovablePoint,MovablePoint -+ Point 
mid_point(Pl,P2)=P3 where if the x and y coordinates of Pi are Xi and Yi, 
then X3=(Xl+X2)div2 and Y3=(Yl+Y2)div2. 
Relations: 
Arity: Point,Number 
M,,i = {(p,m)} and My,i = {(P,n)}, w h ere P is a point, m and n are rational 
numbers, and i E NO. 
Arity: MovablePoint,Number 
M,,~={(P,m+i)} and My,i={(P,2(m+i)+3}, where m is a rational number, 
2(m + i) denotes addition of two copies of m + i (there is no multiplication) 
and iEN0. 
Arity: MovablePoint,Number,Number 
M move,i = {(P, 1,2)} for P a movable point and i E NO. 
T’ = (M’, C, II) differs from T = (44, C, I7) in the following: 
M’ Movab,ePoint= All points on the line y= 10x+ 15 
Relations: 
Arity: MovablePoint,Number 
M$ = {(Q,5(m + i)) and IIJ~,~ = {(P, lO(m + i) + 15}, where m is a rational 
number and i E NO. 
Arity: MovablePoint,Number,Number 
IV&,,, = {(Q, 5,lO)) for Q a movable point, and i E NO. 
A temporal order-sorted morphism is given as a family of functions h : M + M’ 
where h = {h, 1 s E S} is defined as follows: 
h N&,er(n) = 5n, where 5n denotes addition of 5 copies of n and 
hp&P) = Q such that if (F’,m) E A4qi then (Q,5m) E M’,,i and if (P,n)EM,,i 
then (Q,5n) EM’,i. Likewise, hM,,ovablePoint(P) = Q such that if (p,m + i)EM,,, 
then (Q,5(m + i))EM’x,i and if (P,n + i)EMy,i then (Q,5(n + i))EMly,i. 
3.4. Order-sorted temporal term algebra 
Let _%” be an S-sorted set of variables disjoint from C such that ?& denotes the set of 
variables of sort s. C(Z) denotes an S-sorted signature obtained by enlarging C with 
the constants in %‘, that is, 
C(~_)w,s = C,,, for w # 1. 
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Definition 9. An order-sorted temporal C,U-term algebra Yz(X) is the least family 
{Yz,JS) 1 s E S} of sets satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) C(X),, C Yz,,(%) for sES. 
(ii) FQ(X) G Yz,,/(%) if s<s’. 
(iii) If o E C,, and if tj E Fz,sj(X) for j = 1,2,. . . ,n, where w = sl . . .sn # A., then 
4t1 . . . t,) E F~,,(X). 
(iv) For OE.&,,~, let fa : Fz,,(X) -+ Fz,,(%) maps Cl,. . . , tn to a(ti . . .fn). 
Note that Yz,,(!Z) = ~QI(%) x . . . x Fz,,(X). 
(v) (qY-v)A, =0 (iEN0) f or each A : w in n different from the identity predicate. 
The equality predicate = is of course interpreted as the actual identity. 
Care must be exercised when interpreting (ii) above for variables. A variable always 
carries its sort with it. When an element of sort s is assigned to a variable of sort s, the 
result of substitution also belongs to any sort s’, where s <s’. In the execution process 
(see Section 6) when renaming clauses apart, a variable gives rise to a sequence of 
fresh variables of the same sort. 
Example 10. For the order-sorted signature defined in Example 4 and an S-sorted set 
of variables given below, we have the following examples of order-sorted terms: 
X Number = (x132, yl, y2,. . .} 
fCPoint = {pO~~I~p2~~~ .} 
z- MouablePoint = (PM1 2 pM2,. . .} 
C(!.T) (S* x S sorted family): 
~(~h.,Number = {~,1,2,...,~1,~1,~,~2,...} 
z(x)A,Point = (PO~Pl~P2~ ul, u2,. . .} 
c(z_), MovablePoint = {PM1 ) PM23 VI ) v2, ’ . .} 
~(~t-)w,s = C,, forwfi 
Yz(X) includes the terms: 
Y &Number(X) = {xl +x,9 yl * y2,. . .} 
Yz,Point(X) = {mid_point(Po, Ul), mid_point(Po,mid_point(P1, PT)), 
mid_point( VI, V2), . . .} 
3.5. Properties of order-sorted signatures 
Terms over regular order-sorted signatures have the following significant property 
[ll]: 
Least sorts of terms: Given a regular order-sorted signature C, for every term t E Fz, 
there is a least s~S, called the least sort of t, and denoted U(t), such that t E .Fz,,. 
Connected component: Given a poset (S, <), let = denote the transitive and sym- 
metric closure of 6. Then = is an equivalence relation whose equivalence classes are 
called the connected components of (S, <). 
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To illustrate, there are two connected components in our Example 4. One is {Number} 
and the other is {Point,iVovablePoint}. 
A partially ordered set (S, < ) is locally jiltered if each of its connected components 
K has the following property: for any two elements s and s’ in K, there is an element 
s” such that s <s” and s’ <s”. 
Coherent signatures: An order sorted signature (S, <, C) is coherent if and only if 
it is locally filtered and regular. 
Coherence guarantees that all sorts in a connected component cohere in the sense 
that any finite set of them can be reconciled by looking at a common bigger sort (their 
upper bound). 
3.6. Temporal order-sorted initial structure 
Definition 11. Let T = (M, Z, II) be a temporal order-sorted structure. A family 1’ : 
% --+ A4 of S-sorted functions is called an assignment of variables. 
An assignment of variables of the form 8 : 94 A Fz(X) is called a substitution of 
variables. 
Definition 12. (i) T is a free temporal order-sorted &IT structure over X if for any 
temporal structure T’ = (M’, C, IT), any assignment of variables h : X --f M’ extends 
to a unique temporal order-sorted morphism h* : T + T’ such that h*(X) = h(X) for 
x E x. 
(ii) An order-sorted Z,ll temporal structure T is initial in the category of Z,ll 
temporal order-sorted structures iff there exists a unique temporal order-sorted morphism 
from T to any other C, II temporal order-sorted structure. 
The initial structure, if it exists, is unique up to an isomorphism. 
Theorem 13 (Free and initial structures). (i) The temporal structure F = (Fz,n(X), 
C, IT) is a free order-sorted temporal C, IT structure over X. 
(ii) The temporal structure (.Y~,n(8),C,Zi’) is the initial temporal Z,Il structure. 
Proof. The temporal part of the proof applies to the predicate condition and it is in 
fact trivial. The rest of the proof is thus based on [lo] and [ 111. 
(i) We must show that for any temporal order-sorted C, ll structure T = (M, C, IT), 
and any assignment of variables h : X -+ M, there is a unique temporal order-sorted 
C-morphism h* : (Yz,n(X), C, II) + (M, C, II) such that h*(X) = h(X) for X E X, as 
in the diagram below: 
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(1) Define an S-sorted family of functions h: : F~,,s(%“) + MS by induction on the 
depth of terms in Yz(%) as follows: 
If 1 E Y-r(X) has depth 0, then either t = c for some 0 E CA,~~ or t = X for some 
variable X E %$. If t = X we set h,*(X) = h,(X). If d E CA,~~, by regularity, 0 has the 
least sort s, and for all ~‘2s we define h:(a) = M,“,‘. 
Assume that t = 6( tl, . . . , t,,) E F&SF) with depth y1 + I, and hz(tj) are already 
defined (inductive hypothesis). Then by regularity, there is a least rank (w,s) with 
e E &v,, where w = sl . . .sn # 2, and a least sort LS(tj) of each tj such that 
LS(tj)<:Sj for j = l,..., n. Then for any s’>s we define h,*,(t) = M,“,“(h,*l(tr),. . . , 
h,*,(b)). 
(2) We now verify that h* is a well-defined temporal order-sorted morphism. h* 
has been constructed in such a way that it obviously satisfies the restriction condi- 
tion (ii) of Definition 5 of temporal order-sorted mo~hism. In order to see that h 
also satisfies the morphism condition (i) in Definition 5, we consider the following 
cases: 
If c E Ci,$ we already defined h* in (1) above as h,*(o) =IW~‘~~, so that the morphism 
diagram (i) commutes. If t==X, where X E !X$, then the diagram (i) reduces to h,h(X) = 
hs(-O 
If (T E &$, w’ # /2, and t = e(tr , . . . , in) with w’ = $1 . . . s’11, by regularity, 
there are least w = sl . . . $11 and s, least sort of t, such that cr E C,, and t = 
4tl ,..., t,,). Then w<w’, s <s’ so that the condition (ii) in Definition 3 gives 
I&,! -+ I&&I equals h4, + h4, on M,. Thus, using the fact that h* satisfies the 
restriction condition, we have h:(t) = hs(a(ti ,..., t,)) = ~~(h~~(t,) ,..., hi) = 
~~(h~,(t~ 1,. . ., h:,(tn)), which means that the diagram (i) in Definition 5 
commutes. 
The commutativity of the diagram (iii) (the predicate condition) in Definition 5 is 
immediate because of the property of the term algebra (YF(%))p, = 0 for each P : w 
in ZI different from the identity predicate (= is of course interpreted as the actual 
identity). 
(3) The uniqueness of h* is proved as follows. Suppose that h” : F~(ZT) + M is a 
temporal order-sorted morphism such that h*‘(X) = h(X) for all X E 3, then we will 
show by induction on the depth of terms that h*’ = h*. 
For G E .ZA,~ (s is the least sort of a) and for s’>s, h*ls’(c) = h*‘&cr) = M,&’ = 
h*,(o) = h*,,(o), i.e., h*’ s,(o) = h&c). For t = X where X EX~, h”‘,(X) = h,(X) = 
h*sW). 
For t = o(tl , . . . , tn) = ~~““‘“’ (tl , . . . , t,,) with w’ =s’ 1 . . . s’n, and 0 E &,,,I, there is a 
least rank (w, s) with w = sl . . .sn, and least SOI? Sj of tj such that t = g(tl,. . . , t,) = 
Fo”~“(t~,...,t,,) and I%&~‘~~’ = MGwps on MW. Then h*‘,!(t) = MgW”S’(h*tS,l(t,),..., 
h*‘srn(tB)) = M~~.~(h*‘~l(tl>,. . . fh*‘m(tn)) =by inchtction ~~~,~th*~~(t, 1,. . . ,~*~~(f~)) = 
h*,,(t), i.e., h*‘,,(t) = h*,!(t). 
(ii) This part in the statement of the theorem follows immediately by setting 
X = 0. The terms considered in this case are ground terms, i.e., they involve no 
variables. 
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4. Temporal order-sorted eduction 
In this section we introduce the logic basis of our temporal order-sorted constraint 
language. In general, temporal formulas have a truth value that may vary with time. In 
the paradigm considered in this paper, the constant and function symbols are assumed 
to have an interpretation that does not depend on time (rigid symbols) and predicate 
symbols have time varying interpretation (flexible symbols). 
The logic is an extension of Horn-clause logic with equality with three temporal 
operators 0 (nexttime), 0 (sometime) and q (always). But the essence of the approach 
is in generalizing atoms to next atomic formulas having the form dA(tl, . . . , t,,), where 
&tt,..., t,) is an atom and k 20. The idea is that OkA(tl, . . . , t,) is true in the current 
state iff A(tl,..., t,) is true in the kth state counting from the current one. 
4.1. Temporal order-sorted constraints 
Definition 14. For Z(X),ZI a temporal order-sorted signature, we define C(X), 
II-atoms, or just atoms, as expressions A(tl,. . . , t,,) such that tl,. . . , tn are C(X)-terms, 
and there is a w =s~s~...s, with A : w in IZ such that tj has sortsj for j = 1,2,...,n. 
In particular, an equation t = t’ is an atom, where A is the identity relation. 
C(%),I7-next-atomic formulas, or just next atoms, are expressions of the form 
OkA(t, ,.. .,t,,), where A(ti ,..., t,,) is C(X), n-atom and k E No, k 30. (For k = 0, 
a next-atom is an atom.) 
Definition 15. A C(X),Il temporal order-sorted Horn clause is either an initial or a 
permanent temporal Horn clause as defined below: 
(i) A body is a temporal formula defined by the following rules: 
- An empty formula is a body. 
_ An atom is a body. 
_ If B,, and B2, and . . . . and B, are bodies then B,, Bz,. . . , B, is a body. 
- If B is a body then OB is a body and so is OB. 
(ii) A head is either a next atom, or it is of the form ON, where N is a next atom. 
(iii) An initial temporal constraint is of the form (VX)H c B, where H is a head, 
and B is a body. 
(iv) A permanent temporal constraint is of the form (Vx)o(N t B), where N is 
a next atom and B is a body. 
X stands for all the variables occurring in all the terms in the formulas H, B,N. 
When the body is empty, the notation “(VX)H + ” is abbreviated to “(Vx)EY. The 
empty body corresponds to true and the empty head to false. 
4.2. Temporally ground constraints 
A formula is said to be temporally ground if 0 is the only temporal operator that 
appears in it. Thus atoms, next-atoms, clauses of the form OkA + OklB~,. . . , OkntB,, 
and goal clauses of the form +- OklBl,. . . , OkmB, are temporally ground. 
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A temporally ground instance of a body B is obtained from B by replacing ev- 
ery occurrence of 0 by a finite number of 0’s. A temporally ground instance of a 
temporal clause is defined likewise. Precisely [4]: 
(i) A temporally ground instance of a temporal clause OkA t B is the temporal 
clause OkA t B*, where B* is a temporally ground instance of the body B. 
(ii) If q OkA +- B is a temporal clause, and B” is a temporally ground instance of 
the body B, then for every i E NO, 0 k+iA - B* is a temporally ground instance of 
the temporal clause q OkA t B. 
(iii) If q (OkA c B) is a temporal clause, and B* is a temporally ground instance 
of the body B, then for every i E NO, 0 ‘+jA +- O’B* is a temporally ground instance 
of the temporal clause q (OkA +- B). 
In view of the above observations our further investigations will concentrate on 
temporally ground formulas. Temporally ground clauses have a canonical form OkA t 
Ok’B I,. . . , OkgrlB,, where A,B,, . . . , B, are atoms. This form is obtained by applying the 
properties of temporal operators [ 131 such as O(A, B) ti OA, OB and O(A + B) +-+ 
(OA + OB). 
4.3. Rules of deduction 
Given a temporal order-sorted signature Z,Il and a set V of temporal order-sorted 
C,II-Horn clauses, the following are the rules for deriving next-atomic temporal sen- 
tences: 
The next time axiom is: 
- (Next) (VX)OA H O(VX)A 
The equality axioms are the usual ones: 
- (Eql) Reflexivity: Each equation of the form (VX)t = t is derivable. 
- (Eq2) Symmetry: If (VX)t = t’ is derivable, then so is (‘vX)t’= t . 
- (Eq3) Transitivity: If the equations (VX)t = t’, (VX)t’= t” are derivable, then so is 
(W)t = t”. 
In (Eql), (Eq2) and (Eq3), t, t’ and t” are terms, elements of Fz,,(X) for some SEX 
The congruence axioms are generalized appropriately : 
If tj, tj’ E F~,,(%) and tj = tj’ are derivable for j = 1,2,. . . , n, then: 
- (Congl) For any 0 : SI . . .s, + s in C, the equation (YX)a(t,, . . . , t,) = o(tl’, . . . , t,‘) 
is derivable; 
- (Cong2) For any A : s1 . . . s, in Zl (other than the identity predicate), if the sentence 
(VX)OkA(t, , . . . , t,) is derivable, then so is (VX)OkA(tl’,. . ., t,‘). 
- (Cong3) If t,t’ E F&S) and (VX)t = t’ is derivable, then so is (VX)Ok(t = t’). 
The (classical) derivation rule is: 
(MP) Modus Ponens: 
If (VX)A + BI,..., B, is in %? and if 0 : X + F~(CV) is a substitution such that for 
each Bi in the body of the clause the next-atomic sentence (VY)BBi is derivable, then 
so is (VY)BA. 
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5. Model theory 
We now present the construction of the initial model for a temporal, order-sorted 
Horn-clause logic with equality. The model is constructed starting with the initial 
temporal order-sorted structure defined in Section 3.6. For a given order-sorted, tem- 
poral Horn-clause theory, its associated congruence relation is defined in Section 5.1. 
The quotient temporal order-sorted structure is then constructed from the initial one 
by the congruence relation (Section 5.2). We prove that the temporal order-sorted 
structure defined in this way is indeed a model of the given temporal, order-sorted 
Horn-clause theory with equality. Furthermore, we prove that the constructed model 
is the initial one in the category of all models satisfying the given 
theory. 
Definition 16. Let Z,Il be an order-sorted signature with predicates and T = 
(M, &II) a Z,Il order-sorted temporal structure. Let A = A(tt,. . . ,t,,) and Bj = 
Bj(tjl,. ,tj,,) for j = 1,. . .,m. We say that T satisfies a C(X),IZ-temporal Horn 
clause (Vx)OkA +- OklB1,. . , OkmB, if for any S-sorted assignment j3 : X ---f M such 
that (/l*(tjl),..., /?*(tjn,)) E M’“jB,k, for j = l,.. .,m, then also (P*(tl) ,..., b*(&))) 
E MWAI . 
Similarly, for %? a set of temporal Horn-clauses, we say that a structure T satisjes 
%Z iff it satisfies each clause in 59. A Z,ll order-sorted temporal structure that satisfies 
%? is called a C, II, V-temporal order-sorted structure. 
Proposition 17. C, III, V-temporal order-sorted structures together with C, Il morphisms 
form u category, denoted Tmodx,n,q. 
Proof. Proof of this proposition is based on the fact that composition of C, IZ mor- 
phisms is associative and equipped with the identity morphism. 
5.1. Temporal order-sorted congruence 
Lemma 18 (Order-sorted congruence). Let NW be a relation (s-sorted family of 
relations) on Yz(X) deJined as follows: For t,t’ E Y&X), t NW,$ t’ ifs (‘dX)t = t’ is 
derivable from Q? using the rules 4.3. 
Then NV,~ has the following properties: 
0) -v,~ is an equivalence relation on FL,,(X) for each sort s. 
(ii) Given GE C,,,, with w = sl . . .sn, and given tj, tj E Yz,sj(X) for j = 1,. . . , n 
such that tj Nq,sj t,!, we have fC(tl ,..., 6,) NV,$ f&t; ,..., t;), i.e., o(tl,..., 6,) v,~ 
o<t;,...,t;>. 
(iii) For t, t’ E Yz,,(X) and s <s’ in S, we have t NV,$ t’ #t -~,~t t’. 
Proof. (i) NV,~ is an equivalence relation on YE(X) by the rules (Eql)-(Eq3) of 4.3 
(for each sort s). 
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(ii) Let 0 E C,,, W = sl . ..sn and tj “q,sj t’j for j = 1,. . . ,n. Then tj “u,sj t’j 
implies (by definition of -) (VX)tj = t’j is derivable from V. Hence (VX)a(tl, . . . , t,,) = 
4t’l , . . . , t', ) is derivable from %? by the rule (Congl ) of 4.3. Therefore o(tl , . . . , tn) 
NQ,s 4t’1,..., t’J (i.e., fdh . . ..&I> -9,s fo(t’l,.. .,t’n)). 
(iii) Let s<s’ and t -v,~ t’ for t, t’ E FE,,(%). This is equivalent to (VX)t =s t’ 
is derivable from %’ (and t, t’ E Fz,~(%)). But now (VX)t =$I t’ is derivable from %’ 
since Y&.X) C Yz,,,(X) (and t, t’ E FQI(X)) and therefore t NV,~J t’. 
The temporal nature of the above proof is hidden in the temporal nature of the 
set of clauses %’ and the rules of deduction 4.3. An S-sorted family (~~1 s E S} 
of equivalence relations wS on A4, in an order-sorted structure (M, Z, II) such that 
(ii) and (iii) from Lemma 18 hold, is called an order-sorted C-congruence 
on M. 
Example 19. The following are examples of equivalent terms based on Example 4: 
Y Z,Number(W 
2 NNumber (1 + 1) NNumber 2 * 1 -Number 1 * 2 NNumber . 
.T Z,Point(X) 
mid_point(Pa, PI) -point mid_point(P,, PO) 
mid_point(Po, mid_point(Pl, Pz)) -point mid_point(mid_point(P,, Pz), PO) 
NPoinr mid_point(mid_point(Pz, PI ), PO), . . . 
5.2. The initial model 
The temporal order-sorted structure constructed in this section as a quotient structure 
of the term algebra YZ by the congruence relation NV (- for short) is not only a 
model for a given temporal theory %, but it also has a property that any other model 
of %? is a homomorphic image of the constructed quotient structure. At the same time, 
this homomorphism is uniquely determined. 
For % an S-sorted set of variables, C(X), IZ an order-sorted signature, and V a set 
of temporal order-sorted C(%), IT-Horn clauses, we define a Z, II-model 5~,n,q(!Z) as 
follows: 
By Lemma 18, for t and t’ terms of the same sort, the property 
(VX)t = t’ is derivable from %? using the rules 4.3 
defines an order-sorted C-congruence -Q on Yr,n(%). Thus, we will define a temporal- 
order-sorted Z-structure Yz,J,Q(%) as the quotient of Yz,J(.%) by the order-sorted 
congruence -q . 
The carrier F~n,s(%) of sort s in the temporal quotient order-sorted structure 
Yz,n,a(X) is defined in the following manner: 
For each connected component K in the sort set S, let Yr,n,~(%) = UsEK5z,n,S(X), 
and define the congruence relation -K on Yz,~,K(%) by t -K t’ iff there is a sort 
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s E K such that t NV,~ t’. Then NK is reflexive and symmetric since NV,~ is. It is 
transitive, since t wq*s t’ and t’ N~,~I t” yield t N~,~~~ t” for s” as,s’ (such an s” 
exists in K by local filtering). 
The inclusion Fz,~,,(%) 5 yr,II,K(%) induces an injective map (Fr,n,,(X))/ N%,~ 
- (Fz, fl,K(%))/ -K for every s E K. By the definition of -K, we have t NW,$ t’ 
implies t NK t’ for t, t’ E Fz,J,(X), and conversely, t -K t’ implies t NV,~, t’ for 
some s’, and taking s” >s, s’ it also implies t NV ,st~ t’ and, therefore, implies t M+ t’ 
by property (iii) in Lemma 18. 
The natural projection qK : Fz,~,K(%) - (~I,~,K(%))/NK maps each term t into 
its NK-equivalence class. We define Fz;n,,(X) = qK(yZ,fl,s(%)). 
The order-sorted structure Fz,J,v(%) ‘!Ff (Fz,:,n(X))/- with carriers YKn,S(X) 
comes equipped with a surjective order-sorted morphism 
defined as the restriction of qK to each of its sorts. It is called the quotient map 
associated with the congruence N . 
F/IL.,J,~(%) becomes a C, n temporal structure by defining: 
([t11,..., [tnl) E Kwwe^)“,, iff (VX)dA(tl,. . . , t,) is derivable from V by the 
rules 4.3 (where w = sl . ..sn. tj has SOI? sj, and j = I ,..., n). 
This definition is independent of the representatives tj by (Cong2). Indeed, if tl N 
t{, t2 N ti,. . . ,tn N t; then ([ti],. . ., 
~z,:,n,ix(~), (=)Mt;, . . . , 
[t;]) E F~,~,w(X)~~~, and thus by the definition of 
t;) is derivable from %Y by the rules 4.3. 
Theorem 20 (Quotient temporal structure). Let (~~,n,~(X),Z,IZ) be a temporal 
order-sorted structure constructed from y~,n(%) as follows: 
(i) A family {~,&,,(W I sES) f o carriers of sort s as defined above. 
(ii) For every o, a function fb : Fen,,(%) -+ Fin,,, where .9-&J5?) = 
9--” x,n,S,(!X) x ... x ~&t,(%) with w = sl...sn, defined by fO([tl] ,..., [t,J) = 
[o(t1, . . . > &I )I. 
(iii) For each predicate A in IT,, a sequence of subsets yz,n,+(X)“,, C ~K~,J%), 
for i E No, such that ([tl], . . ., [&I) E ~~,~,~(X)“,, ifl(VX)O’A(tl,. . . , tn) is derivable 
from V using the rules 4.3. 
Then: 
(A) Fr,n,u(X) is a well-dejned quotient (order-sorted temporal) structure such 
that for each t, t’ E 51,&X), [t] = [t’] in 5 z,n,q(%) zff the property (VX)t = t’ is 
derivable from V using the rules 4.3 holds. 
(B) An assignment h : 5Y + Yz,n,q(X) extends to a unique temporal order-sorted 
morphism h* : C,dfU -+ ~z,Iz,w(W dejned by: 
(i) h*(X) = h(X), 
(ii) h*(o(tl 9.. . ,tn)> = fdtll,. . .,[tnl> = [o(tl,. .,tn>l. 
(C) ~z,:,,w(X) satisjies 59, i.e., zf (VY)OkA c ok’B l,...,OkmBm is a 
temporal order-sorted Horn clause in % and 6 : ?Y --+ Fz,n,u(X) is an 
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S-sorted assignment, then if 60kjBj holds in the model, for j = I,. . . ,m, so does 
60kA. 
Proof. (A) By Lemma 18, NV is an order-sorted C-congruence relation. Thus we can 
define an order-sorted (S, d, Z(%), ZI)-temporal structure as the quotient of yr(!Z”) by 
the order-sorted C-congruence NV, as follows: 
(i) The order-sorted signature is (S, <, C(X),IZ). The carriers are given by 
{I& 1 s E S} and the condition s <s’ (in some connected component K) implies 
y&(S) C y&,(Z) is satisfied. Indeed, let [t] E F&(9?), where [t] = {t’ 1 t wS t’}. 
But t -S t’ implies (by (iii) in Lemma 18) t -S~ t’, and thus [t] E F;s,(T). 
(ii) For every cr E C,,,, fc : F&,(iiY) 4 F~JX) where 9&,(%“) = ~;St(S”) x 
. . x F&,(X) when w = sl . . . sn is a well-defined function. Indeed, if tj N t,!, for 
j = 1,2,. . .,n, we have fc([tl], [tz], . . . , [&I) = [o(tl, t2,. . . , t,)] = [c(ti, ti,. . . , t;)] = 
fg([t~],[t~],...,[t~]) by the definition off0 and (Congl). 
Moreover, for rs E C,,, n C,I,,, and with w < w’ (and thus s <s’ by the monotonic- 
ity condition), condition (ii) in Definition 3 is satisfied: Let w = ~1~2.. sn and 
W’ = s’ls’2. ..s’n. If 0 E C,, then f. : F~,,,(%) + .T&(%“). Likewise, if e E 
c I I then f L : F;,,(X) -+ FFs, (T). 
f r([tl], [&I,. . . , [&I). Note that o(tl: t2 
fl([r,l,[t21,...,[tn1) = [44,tz ,..., tn>l = 
,..., t,) E F&,(T) by condition (ii) in Defini- 
tion 3, and also o(tl, t2 , . . . , t,) E F&(%). Hence, f,_, : F&,,(%) ---) FcJX) is equal 
to fc : F_&,(X) -+ F&(.%) on I&. 
(iii) An assignment of a sequence of subsets (yr,~&X))“~, C r&(Z), iEh& to 
each A : w in IZ such that: 
(a) For the identity predicate = of arity ss, the assignment is (~r,n,~(X)>“~i = 
{(a,a) I aE~:JWl. 
@I Utll,. . > [tnl) E GTw&W”~, iff O’A(tl, t2,. . . , t,,) is derivable from 59 using 
the rules 4.3. 
This definition is independent of the representatives by the rules 4.3, since tj N t(. 
implies tj = t,! is derivable for j = 1,2,. . . ,n, and thus by (Cong2), O’A(tl, t2,. . . , t,) 
is derivable iff O’A(ti, t&. . . , t;) is derivable. Thus ([tl],. . ., [t,J) E F~,n,~(T))“,, iff 
([t$..., [cJ> E Kw7,V(~t^)“A,. 
In addition, we can also verify directly that A : w 1, A : w2, w 1 < w2 implies (yr,n,u 
(S))Aw,’ = (~z,n,dWh f- (~z,:,,U(~))W2~~, iEN0. 
(B) By the initiality of yr,n(X) among all C, I7 models, an assignment h : 2” + 
FL,J,w(X) extends uniquely to a temporal order-sorted morphism h* : Fz,n(X) + 
Fx,J,w(X) with h*(a(tl,. . ,t,)) = [o(t,, . . ., t,)]. 
(C) Let (‘v’Y)OkA t OklB1 , . . . , OkmB, be a temporal Horn clause in $7 (assuming 
A is of the form A(tl . . . tp), and Bj is of the form Bj(tjl , . . . , tjp, )) and let 6 : CiY A 
9~,n,u(X) be an S-sorted assignment such that (S(tjl), . . . , S(tjp,)) E (~z,n,~(x))wjBjk 
for j = l,..., m. Then 6 gives rise to a family of substitutions /I : CV A ~z,~(CiY~. 
Indeed, for each t E .Tz,n,,(%) which is a representative from 6(Y) where Y EYE, we 
obtain a substitution /I : Y --+ F~,J(X). By the hypothesis (VX)flOkjBj is derivable 
from V using the rules 4.3, for j = 1 , . . . , m. Note that we are using the initiality of 
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5~,n(X) and the quotient map q : FE,LI(%) -+ Fz,J~(%) making 6 = q/L Thus, by 
MP (VX)flOkA(t,, . . . , tP) is derivable from 9?. Therefore, we have (&ti ), . . , d(t,)) E 
(F~,J~(%)),+” as desired. 
Theorem 21 (Completeness). For C,ll an order-sorted signature, 9 a set of C, 
Ill-temporal Horn clauses, and (VX)OkA a C,Il-next atomic sentence, the follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(i) (VX)OkA i s d erivable from V using the rules 4.3. 
(ii) (VX)OkA is satisjed by all temporal order-sorted C,lI-structures that 
satisfy %7. 
Proof. (i) =+ (ii): This is the soundness part of the theorem. Let (VX)OkA be derivable 
from G9 using the rules 4.3. In order to be able to derive a next atom (VX)OkA from 
%?, %? must have a clause with OkA in its head. The proof proceeds by induction. We 
first consider the case when % has a clause (VX)OkA c with the given next atom 
in the head and the empty body. By the definition of satisfaction, if a temporal C, II 
structure T satisfies $7, then it obviously satisfies (VX)OkA +. Now assume that +? 
has a clause (VX)OkA +- Ok’B1 , . . ., OkmB, with the given next atom in its head. 
Furthermore, assume (inductive hypothesis) that the theorem holds for the next atoms 
OklB1,. . ., OkmB, in the body. Then if the next atoms Ok’B,,. . ., OkmB, are derivable, 
they are satisfied by any temporal order-sorted C, ZI structure T that satisfies %‘. By 
the MP derivation rule, OkA is then also derivable. Since the clause (VX)OkA - 
OklB1,. . . , OkmB,,, is satisfied by T, and all the next atoms Ok’B1,. . . , OkmB, are also 
satisfied by T, then the head is also satisfied by T since T is a model for V, i.e. 
@OkA) holds in T for any substitution 0 : % -+ T. So the theorem also holds for the 
next atom OkA in the head. 
The case in which A in (VX)OkA is the equality predicate is just slightly different. 
By (Cong3) this case reduces to (VX)(t = t’). This equality atom may be derived by 
(Eq2), (Eq3) or (Congl). In all possible cases we have to prove the theorem for an 
equality atom of the form (VX)(t = t’), and the proof proceeds along the same lines 
as the proof for the more general case of (VX)OkA given above. 
(ii) + (i): Let (VX)OkA(tl,..., t,) be a sentence satisfied by all temporal order- 
sorted C, ZI-structures that satisfy 59. Therefore, it is satisfied by Yr,n,u. In partic- 
ular, for the assignment q : X + F~,J-,J(X) associated with the quotient map q : 
Fz,n(_!?K) + Y,rn,q(%), we have ([tl], . . . , [&I) E (Fz,~,~(%))“,, which by definition 
of (5r,n,u(X), C, n) just means that (VX)OkA(tl, . . . , tn) is derivable from 9? by the 
rules 4.3. 
Theorem 22 (Initial model). For Z, Il an order-sorted signature with predicates, and 
%7 a set of C, II,%? temporal Horn clauses, Yz,II,v(~) (denoted Yz,u,w) is an 
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initial model in the category of all C, II,%? temporal models, and Fz,n,q(X) is a 
free temporal model on 2” in the same category. 
Proof of this theorem is based on the following lemma: 
Lemma 23. Given an order-sorted morphism g : Fz,J(%) + T, where T = (A4, C, IZ) 
is a Z,li’ temporal order-sorted structure, there exists a unique C morphism gW : 
Y~,n,~(X) -+ A4 such that g-q = g, as in the diagram below.. 
Proof. Let kernel(g) denote an S-sorted family of equivalence relations defined by 
t Z:‘s,s t’ iff gs(t) = gJt’). Then if C is coherent, Zs is an order-sorted congruence on 
y&n(a). 
Indeed, kernel(g) is an S-sorted family of well-defined equivalence relations Eg,s on 
Yz,J,(%) for each s. In order to prove that it is also an order-sorted congruence, we 
have to verify conditions (ii) and (iii) in Lemma 18. 
(i) Given (T E Z:,,, with w = sls2 . ..sn, and given tj, t,! E Fz,n,,(X) 
gsj(ti) = gsj(tj) and because g is a morphism, we 
have gs(a(ti,. . .,t,,)> 
t, t’ E Fz,~,,(%), then t E’y,s t’ iff gs(t) = gs(t’). By 
the restriction condition for order-sorted morphism gs(t) = gs/(t) and gs(t’) = gs/(t’). 
Hence gsf(t) = g$l(t’), i.e., t Sgs~ 
g(t) = g(t’) for every equation t = t’ in ‘3. This follows from 
the definition of satisfaction and the assumption that T satisfies %Y. But this means that 
NW Gkernel(g). Because of this we can prove the existence of a unique ,Z morphism 
9 N : LTz,J,~(%) -+ M such that g-q = g. 
Since the quotient map q : LTz,J(X) --+ FzJ~(E) is defined by the congruence 
relation -v, we have -w= kernel(q). Hence kernel(q) C kernel(g), and both kernel(q) 
and kernel(g) are congruencies on Yz,n(S). Therefore, for each connected component 
K, kernel( 2 kernel(g and there is a unique function g: : (F~,J~(%))K -+ AUK 
defined by g;([t]) = gK(t) = gs(t), t E FzJ,(.%“) where s E K and such that g;qK = 
gK. This function is well-defined by local filtering. 
It remains to check that, restricting g; to each one of the sorts s E K, the family 
{g,” 1 s ES} 
tj E Fz,n,,(X) for j = 1,. . n. 
Then . . , tn)l) = g;([fJ(tl,...>tnN) = gK(~(tl,...,tn)) = s,(4t1,...,&7>) = 
MJ(gsl(tl),~ . . , ch(hJ) = M&,7[tll,. . . 9s~[tnlh i.e., sXNtl1,. . . , [tnl) = W(g,^;[hl 
,...,atn1>. 
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The restriction condition for order-sorted morphism follows from the definition of g-. 
Indeed, if s <s’ and t E 5~,n,~, then s and S’ belong to the same connected component 
K Fz,:,,~ C ~z,IL~~ and s”,(t) = gmK(t) = s”,,(t). 
Proof. The proof of the theorem is now completed as follows: Given an assign- 
ment h : !E A M, there exists a unique order-sorted morphism h* : zTx,J(!E) + M 
such that h*(X) = h(X), where 8 : X 4 Yz,J(X) is the inclusion of variables as 
terms. 
The above statement is based on the fact that Yz,J(%) is a free Z,Il structure on LE. 
This unique order sorted morphism h* : Fz,JI(%) - M produces a unique order 
sorted morphism h*” : Fz,H,u(X) + A4 according to the construction given in the 
proof. 
We still have to prove that this C morphism is in fact a temporal C, Zl mor- 
phism. We proceed as follows: ([tr],[t&. ..,[&I) E ~z,J,w(%)$ iff for representa- 
tives tj of sort sj with w = ~1.~2.. sn we have (VX)OkA(ti,t2,. . . ,t,) is provable 
from ‘%’ by the rules 4.3 iff (by the completeness theorem 21) (VX)OkA(tl, t2,. . . , t,,) 
holds in all models that satisfy 59, and this applies to T as well. In other words, 
(h*“([tl]), h*N([t2]), . . . ,h*“([t,J)) E Mz, which shows that g*- is a Z, n temporal 
morphism. 
6. Queries 
A temporal query has the form (X)OklB~, . . . , OkmB,. It is interpreted as a request 
for an assignment to the existentially quantified variables such that the body of the 
query evaluates to true. Hence the importance of the following definition of satisfaction 
of an existential conjunction of next-atoms. 
Definition 24. For Z,n an order-sorted signature with predicates, we call an exis- 
tential formula of the form (X)Ok’Br,. . . , Okm&, where X is an S-sorted variable 
set that contains all variables that appear in terms of the C, n-atoms Bi, . . . , B,, a C, 
Il-temporal existential conjunction (of next-atomic formulas). Given a C, Lr-structure 
T = (M, C, n), we say that T satis$es the above existential conjunction iff there is 
an assignment h : X 4 M, called a witness, such that (assuming Bj is of the form 
Bj(tjr,. . . , tin,) with B : w and w = ~1 . . .s,, and tj of SOI? sj) we have (h*(tl ), . . , h*(tn)) 
E MBWk I I’ where h* is a unique morphism YZ(XJ,J -+ T. 
Theorem 25. For C, IZ an order-sorted signature, %? a set of C,Ii’-Horn clauses, 
and (3X)Ok’Bl,..., OkmB, a C,II-temporal existential conjunction, the following are 
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equivalent: 
(i) (3X)Ok’B1,..., OkmB, is satisJied by all C,IT,%?-temporal models. 
(ii) (3X)Ok’B ,, . . . , OkmB, is satisfied by the initial C, IT, %-temporal model Fz,n,%. 
Proof. If (3X)Ok’B1,. . . , OkmB, is satisfied by all C, ZZ, ‘%-temporal models, then it is 
satisfied by the initial one. Conversely, if (3X)Ok’B1,. . . , OkmB, is satisfied by the ini- 
tial model, then if 6’ : X + Fz,n,e is a witness for (3X)Ok’Bl,. . . , OkmB, and if T = 
(A4, C, IT) is a C, ZZ, %? temporal model, we have a unique temporal C, Zi’, %7 morphism 
h* : Fz,n,~ -+ M. But this means that h*Q is a witness for (3X)Ok’Bt,. . . , OkmB, 
in T. 
Corollary 26. Adding the following rule to the rules 4.3 of temporal order-sorted 
deduction gives a sound and complete set of rules to derive, for e a set of C, 
II-temporal Horn clauses, all valid universal next-atomic formulas and all valid ex- 
istential conjunctions of next-atoms. 
Existential introduction: Zf, for j = 1,. . . , m, a next atomic sentence (V@)Okjt3Bj is 
derivable, with 0 : S + J~~,J,v, then (3X)Ok1B1,...,0kmB, is derivable. 
The actual execution procedure is in fact the classical one for logic programs. Instead 
of (3X)Ok’BI,..., OkmB,, its negation (VX) + OklB1,. . . , OkmB, is added to the 
given set of temporal constraints, and an attempt is made to derive a contradiction. 
Since the empty head corresponds to false and the empty body to true, a sequence 
of substitutions is sought which generates a sequence of goals (queries, bodies of 
temporal Horn clauses) such that the empty goal is generated in the end. The empty 
goal is a contradiction, and thus if 8 is the composition of thus generated substitutions, 
8(Ok1B1,. . . , OkmB,) follows from the given set of temporal constraints C. In addition 
to all of this, the initial state and the event pattern must be given by a set of clauses 
with empty bodies. All of this is illustrated by the following example: 
Example 27. Consider an object P: MovablePoint whose state is given as: x(P,O), 
y(P,O). Furthermore, suppose that we are also given the following event pattern: 
move(P, 1,2), Omove(P, 3,5), 0if2move(P, 0,O) for i E No. 
A sample query with respect to a sequence of states defined that way could be: 
02x(P,X), 02y(P, Y). 
Formally, the procedure requires adapting the MovablePoint theory by adding the 
above clauses for the initial state and the event pattern. These clauses have empty 
bodies. For the sake of simplicity and because we deal with one point only, the equa- 
tional part of the MovablePoint theory is dropped. 
VP,VXO,VYO,~dX,~dY : 
x(P, 0) +, 
Y(P, 0) +, 
move(P, 1,2) +, 
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Omoue(P, 3,5) c, 
0’+2moue(P, 0,O) +-, 
O’+‘x(P,XO + dX) c O’moue(P,dX,dY), O’x(P,XO), 
O’+’ y(P, YO + dY) c O’moue(P, dX, dY), O’y(P, YO) 
where i E NO. 
The given goal and the last two clauses in the MovablePoint theory produce a 
new goal Omoue(P,dXl,dYl), Ox(P,Xl), Oy(P, Yl) for the substitution [X/Xl +dXl, 
Y/Y1 + dYl,dX/dXl,dY/dYl,XO/Xl, YO/Yl]. 
When renaming clauses apart, care must be exercised about sorts of fresh variables, 
as explained in Section 3.4. 
The above goal and the constraint Omoue(P, 3,5) t produce a new goal Ox(P, Xl), 
Oy(P, Yl) for the substitution [dX1/3,dY1/5]. 
The last goal and the last two clauses of the MovablePoint theory produce a goal 
moue(P, dX0, dYO),x(P,XO), y(P, YO) for the substitution [Xl/X0 + dX0, Y l/Y0 + 
dYO]. 
The last goal and the clauses x(P, 0) +--, y(P, 0) +, and moue(P, 1,2) t produce the 
empty goal for the substitution [dXO/l, dYOl2, X0/0, YO/O], and thus the substitution 
for X and Y is [X/X0 + dX0 + dX1, Y/Y0 + dY0 + dYl], which reduces to [X/4, Y/5]. 
Note that the above procedure generates the following sequence of states of the 
MovablePoint object P: 
SO = {x<P, 01, HP, 01, mow(P, 42)) 
SI = {x<P, 0 + 1 ), y(P, 0 + 2), moue(P, 3,5)} 
S2 = {x<P, 1 + 3), y(P, 2 + 5), moue(P, O,O)} 
S = {x<p, 4), YCp, 7)~ moue(P, 0, 0)) for i > 2. 
7. Conclusions 
We generalized the results on order-sorted executable specifications based on Horn- 
clause logic with equality. Our generalization pertains to a constraint language for 
specifying semantics of operations associated with an abstract data type, in a declara- 
tive, yet executable manner. The main novelty in our order-sorted paradigm is that its 
logic basis is temporal. Because of that, the paradigm is better suited for specifying 
state transitions and other observable, temporal properties of objects, than Horn-clause 
logic with equality [g-10,2], or even much more elaborate F-logic [ 121. When com- 
pared with the rewriting logic [16,17], the paradigm appears to be more intuitive and 
even more expressive, due to its temporal nature. 
The main formal results in the paper are related to the model theory of the proposed 
paradigm. Initial algebra semantics is known to be available for order-sorted Hom- 
clause logic with equality [ 10,111. On the other hand, untyped versions of temporal 
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logics similar to the one that we are using as a basis of our language have been 
used in languages uch as TLl [ 1,4], CHRON~LOG [ 181 and (most impo~tly) 
TEMPLOG [l]. It has been established that the minimal (temporal) Herbrand model 
exists for such temporal ogics [4], but those results apply to untyped paradigms that 
are not equipped with equality theory. We established a model theory that generalizes 
the corresponding results of both lines of the above quoted research in such a way that 
the model theory applies to a typed, order-sorted paradigm, equipped with temporal 
executable specifications. 
In addition to the typed, order-sorted nature of our paradigm, executability of tem- 
poral specifications makes our work very different from some earlier results [14,13] 
on using temporal logic for the specification of programming languages. 
The same features distinguish our work from some more recent results on the ap- 
plication of temporal ogic to the object paradigm. The work reported in [6] is first 
order, it is not typed nor order-sorted, and certainly not based on the initial algebra 
semantics. It is, however, quite general. Similar remarks apply to the work reported in 
[5], in spite of the fact that it captures ome of the flavor of many-sorted algebras. 
Recent results on the application of dynamic database logic [21] are very interesting 
because they are also based on the order-sorted algebras, and are capable of representing 
state changes (updates). However, the logic is first-order 120,211, the initial algebra 
semantics does not apply to the entire paradigm, and neither does the executability 
feature of our constraint language. 
Our expectations are that the results of this paper extend to a temporal model with 
finite past, like in METATEM (51, except that our model would not be first-order, but 
clausal. That work is left for a subsequent paper. By contrast, it is unclear at this point 
how other generalizations such as allowing the sometime operator in the head (Ziveness 
properties) would be handled. 
In this paper we do not deal specifically with the execution model. The model is 
based on the fact that unification obviously works for the next atomic formulas. The 
model requires a generalization of the model presented in [l] and [4] with features of 
E-unification underlying EQLOG [S]. 
The pragmatic importance of the formal results presented in the paper are in its 
typed, modular and declarative nature. A specific software tool that we have in mind 
would allow structural and behavioral prototyping of complex, typed, modular systems, 
prior to any major procedural efforts. 
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